
Music Theater week 3 Due 5/4- please title your submission week 3 

Week 4 due 5/11- please title your submission week 4 

Week 5 due 5/18-Alphabet scene 

 5/26 details coming. Middle school vocab words on same linked page for last assignment of the year. 

 

Week 3:  

#1, Go to the link below: Under chord quality recognition, select the middle school link major/minor.  

You will then click the sound icon and it will play a chord that is major or minor.  You should do a 

minimum of 10 correct answers.  When you want me to see your grade, click the 3 dots on the right and 

it will offer a progress report.  Take a picture or send the link that shows me the time it took you to get 

the score you got plus other details to make sure you get an A.  You can do this as many times as you 

like until you are happy with the way the progress report looks. 

https://floridaallstateprep.com/musicianship-prep 

#2, Same site but go to Middle School Major and Perfect Interval trainer.  Click the sound icon and it will 

play different intervals. You need to get a minimum of 10 correct before submitting.  When done send 

me the progress report.  You can attempt any amount of time until you get the score you like You will do 

both trainers for week 3 and begin reviewing our vocab that we learned at the beginning of the year and 

test for retention on 5/18.  There is a helpful interval song at the bottom of the page that can help you 

as well. 

 

Week 4- You have 2 options for this week.  One is a performance and the other is a presentation.  You 

may either submit a solo or duet option for performing a solo/duet song from a musical for a 

performance grade.  It should look and sound like it was performed in the musical you chose.  This can 

be performed live or sent in video.  The grade will be given on the prep of your performance shared.  

This will serve as the final performance opportunity of the school year.  The other option is the history of 

a musical.  It should not be on synopsis only.  The details and facts of the musical are most important 

with this presentation.  You should make sure that your presentation educates and covers the tributes, 

trials, history of its making and success/failures etc.  You should be finding out things that you didn’t 

know either. Please share sources if using other peoples content. You can use PPT, prezi or any other 

creative presentation app/software you choose, but it needs to be a visual presentation instead of essay 

style. 

 

Week 5 – Alphabet scene project.  You can have as many characters as you want in your scene, but each 

line of the scene that has to make perfect sense will begin with the letters of the alphabet in order.  

Create your scene and submit by 5/18. 

 

Week 6 will be the vocab assessment and details of the format will be coming. 

https://floridaallstateprep.com/musicianship-prep


 

 


